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Abstract---Searching and communication is also an 

application of peer to peer, and even science networking is 

an application. The Peer-to-Peer technology is one of the In 

peer to peer, every peer has responsibilities for the 

downloading and uploading files because here each peer is a 

client and server. It is often compared to client server model 

and also it is completely contrast to the client server model. 

Hence it is also called has single system program so at that 

instance each peer can act as client/server. It has many 

applications to do but the major application is to content 

distributing i.e. file sharing or distributing the information of 

the file. other applications are publications and distribution 

of software, content delivery network, and even some 

streaming purposes like streaming media and multicast 

streaming and it will also  facilitates on demand content 

delivery.  

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Peer-to-Peer file sharing concept is widely and also recently 

using technolog. to peer is not like a client server model it is 

totally different from it, in this each peer can act like both 

client and server. Based upon the bandwidth, file can be 

shared and the peer which have larger bandwidth, first it is 

preferred and then the next. If the main server is sharing the 

file to client and another peer requesting for file sharing and 

then the main server will make an arrangement for the 

requested peer, by the client who is receiving the file 

currently will pass the file to the client which is requesting 

for the file. In this anyone can act as a client and server. 

Hence the transferring of file will be large and it will be 

very fast also. It is very useful in downloading a video file 

from the net. MCC, FIFO, LFU, LRU are some of the 

technique according which the files can be shared. If file 

want to share from the server, it will search for the peer 

which is having higher bandwidth.  

If suppose cluster1 contains 1mbps bandwidth, cluster 2 

contains 2mbps likewise each clusters consist of different 

bandwidth and in each clusters many peers will be 

segregated and every peer will have same bandwidth. In this 

peer to peer, all the peers will be connected in parallel 

manner. Since anyone can be a client and anyone can be a 

server. It can share not only a video file, even some digital 

files and some computer files, even some books, movies, 

music and games using this specialized P2P software and it 

will search for the nearest client in the P2P network and 

delivers the file. The peers (nodes) of P2P network will be 

end user computer system interconnected between the 

internets. This P2P file sharing technique was developed at 

by a scientist Gnutella and kazaa 

 
Fig 2: Client server model 

II.  RELATED WORK 

The old peer to peer file sharing technique was developed 

by NAPSTER at 1999. After the death of the NAPSTER, 

gnutella and kazaa developed the new way peer to peer file 

sharinfg network. But in old Peer to Peer file sharing system 

only music files can be shared. Because it is based on the 

central server system. In central server system, the files can 

be transferred between peer to peer directly and in old peer 

to peer file sharing software only the music file can be 

transferred effectively. Now it is developed well and any 

kind of files can be transferred using this peer to peer file 

sharing method. It is also called as decentralized and 

distributed architecture because it is connected parallel; 

hence it is quite opposite to the client server model. 

It is an democratization of every peer group nodes. 

They are two forms for achieving the route: 

Direct messaging is one of the possible structuring 

which is relayed through peer group members until an object 

of the member group is found and it should also determine 

the members in HORIZON group. horizon means limit of 

visibility from the node generating questions i.e. a query. 

Distributed catalog is another possible way for obtaining the 

routing structure. It is indexed as parameter and searches as 

distributed catalog hence this requires a dynamically 

balanced catalog. Even this is not efficient but it is very safe 

to work. 

  Centralized P2p: A.

It has central look up server, and it is connected in star 

network manner. In this type of peer to peer model there 

will be only little traffic, so the message can be sent very 

easily and very quickly. Since there is no traffic and hence it 

is quickly addressable. The big disadvantage of this type is 

Bottleneck behavior i.e. is a single point of failure. 

Addressing is very efficient, and it is not safe to work. 

  Hybrid P2p: B.

It is a overlay routing structure, of super peers and leaf 

nodes. Hence leaf nodes are connected in star network and 

super peers act as shield to the leaf nodes. Addressing is 

partly efficient and it is not safe. 

Some of the advantages of the peer to peer network are 

given below: 

- This network thus not needs an operating system 
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- I do not need a specialized set up i.e. a complex 

network setup as client server model. It can be easily 

created, no need for enhanced knowledge. 

- Server is not so expensive in this way of network, since 

an individual client can be a server when uploading a 

file to another user. 

- If one of the peers fails to share, it will not disturb the 

any other part of the network. It means that just 

engaged with another work of sharing and hence it is 

not available to other peers 

- The file sharing will be faster compared to any other 

network, it is better than client server model.  

- Another big advantage of peer to peer network is ,it is 

easily available i.e. it is available in reduced cost. By 

this it can utilize by the users in low cost. 

- Peer to peer has well tested peers, it will not have the 

peers which is not ready to share the file among another 

peer i.e. well tested simplicity. 

- No need of dedicated server, anyone can act as server 

and anyone can act as client, so any computer can 

access both server and workstation. 

 Problems Of P2P Networking: C.

Some of the potential problems faced by the users with Peer 

to Peer software are Bandwidth utilization, copyright 

infringement, and security issues. 

It also face some troubleshooting network problem, 

A computer may fail to process for many reasons this one of 

the basic reason for the problems in P2p networking.  

If it is not working problem it will affect the entire 

home networking to stop functioning 

 
Fig. 1: Model diagram of P2P networks 

III.  PROPOSED MODEL FOR P2P SYSTEMS  

  Core Transfer Engine Layer  A.

This layer undertakes all the tasks of Peer actions and also 

transfers the requested files between peers. Then, in this 

project, we expect to see some codes around Peers. This part 

is the heart of this system. When a peer starts to work, first it 

should register itself as a peer, and then it should play the 

role of both server and client. Afterwards, if any peer asks a 

file, first it should search the file and when it receives the 

file's information (such as the destination peer host name), it 

should use that information to connect to the peers and then, 

download the file. The PNRPManager class is responsible to 

Register and Resolve peers. 

The Register () method registers the peer in the 

cloud and accepts a list of PeerInfo type as its input 

argument.  

 
Fig .2:  

  Proposed Algorithm B.

Algorithm for Peer Registration 

Algorithm_PeerInfo_Registration 

Begin 

List PeerInfo, RegisteredPeer; 

ForEach Registration; 

String TimeStamp; 

String TimeStamp = String.Format("FreeFile 

Peer Created at : Zeroth Position”) 

DateTime.Now.ToShortTimeString (); 

Registration.Comment = TimeStamp; 

Try 

Registration.Start(); 

Begin 

IF RegisterdPeer.FirstOrDefault 

X is  HostName is 

Equal to Registration_PeerName 

And PeerHostName PeerInfo PeerInfo = 

New PeerInfo 

(registration.PeerName.PeerHostName, 

Registration.PeerName.Classifier, 

Registration.Port); 

PeerInfo.Comment  equal to 

Registration.Comment; 

RegisterdPeer.Add(peerInfo); 

EndIF 

End 

EndFor 

End 

FileTransferServiceHost class makes 

each peer as a server host to provide required files to another 

peers. This class uses TCP protocol for transferring the data 

between peers. The DoHost() method gets an address, 

based on the peer host name, then adds an interface who 

applied the ServiceContract attribute. Therefore each 

peer publishes a service to the external world in order to 

make its methods accessible across service. (In this case, 

methods are TransferFile and 

TransferFileByHash.) 

sealed class FileTransferServiceHost 

{ 

    public void DoHost(List<PeerInfo> peers) 

    { 

        Uri[] Uris = new Uri[peers.Count]; 

        string Address = string.Empty; 

        for (int i = 0; i < peers.Count; i++) 

        { 

            Address = 

string.Format("net.tcp://{0}:{1}/TransferEngine",  

              peers[i].HostName, peers[i].Port); 
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            Uris[i] = new Uri(Address); 

        } 

        FileTransferServiceClass currentPeerServiceProxy = 

new FileTransferServiceClass(); 

        ServiceHost _serviceHost = new 

ServiceHost(currentPeerServiceProxy, Uris); 

        NetTcpBinding tcpBinding = new 

NetTcpBinding(SecurityMode.None); 

      

_serviceHost.AddServiceEndpoint(typeof(IFileTransferServ

ice), tcpBinding, ""); 

        _serviceHost.Open(); 

    } 

} 

[ServiceContractAttribute] 

 interface IFileTransferService 

{ 

    [OperationContractAttribute(IsOneWay = false)] 

    byte[] TransferFileByHash(string fileName,string hash, 

long partNumber); 

   [OperationContractAttribute(IsOneWay = false)] 

    byte[] TransferFile(string fileName, long partNumber); 

} 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Hence it is also called has single system program so at that 

instance each peer can act as client/server. It has many 

applications to do but the major application is to content 

distributing i.e. file sharing or distributing the information of 

the file. other applications are publications and distribution 

of software, content delivery network, and even some 

streaming purposes like streaming media and multicast 

streaming and it will also  facilitates on demand content 

delivery.  
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